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SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Be in the right place at the right time...
and look good when you get there.
Rapid changeovers from one collection to another, seasonal peaks and globally integrated production
systems – virtually no other sector relies so heavily on flexible and intelligent logistics solutions like the
fashion industry.
If you want to be in the right place at the right time, and look good when you get there, you need to be
able to rely on an experienced logistics partner like Expresslink.
A smooth arrival: wrinkle-free garments
You can count on it! We have plenty of experience in working with hanging garments. Consequently, we
are specialists in storing, selecting and preparing hanging garments to suit the requirements of specific
businesses so that they are ready for immediate sale without the need for ironing.
Our services: added value for you
As logistics specialists in the fashion industry, we can offer you a broad portfolio of value-added
services. These include quality control, bagging, tagging & steaming.
Regardless of the service required – we can provide it for you!
Even faster: flexible delivery options
We can provide the appropriate freight solution to match your needs. Whether we’re delivering 200 items
to your overseas stockist, or a same day courier for a VIP online shopper, we can get it there on time
every time.
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3PL BENEFITS
Only pay for what you use...
and reap the rewards
Take advantage of a variable cost structure as opposed to your current fixed cost system.
Allowing you to improve cashflow and free up your valuable time.
COST SAVINGS
- No rent or mortgage to pay on storage space
- No wages or salaries to pay for warehouse staff
- No workers compensation, payroll tax or superannuation to pay for warehouse staff
- No equipment, packaging or software costs to pay
- No software costs to pay
- Ability to turn your ‘fixed overhead costs’ into ‘variable production costs’ (pay as you use) with no hidden
charges
- The known cost per unit can be passed on in production cost to safeguard profit margins
QUALITY SERVICE
+ Only one point of contact for all distribution requirements
+ Experienced staff available at all times
+ Experienced logisitic staff to advise on all aspects of distribution
+ All orders quality controlled for accuracy
+ Free up your managerial time to concentrate on sales and marketing - where you really make your
money
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SERVICE CHARGES
Transparent pricing tailored to your needs

Our prices vary depending on the size and frequency of your orders.
Wholesale flagfall per shipment

from $7.00

Wholesale cost per unit
Online store orders per order
Online exchange / returns processing
Tagging per unit
Stickering per unit

from $0.50
from $4.00
from $5.00
from $0.03
from $0.03
from $1.00

Steaming per unit
Quality control per unit
Storage per unit

from $0.20
from $0.05 per month
CONTACT US FOR A DETAILED QUOTE
0435 0390 633
info@expresslink.com.au

